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Greenhouse Sensation

Summer Watering Woes Banished
No more thirsty tomatoes or parched peppers
Keeping on top of watering just got a lot easier thanks to Greenhouse Sensation’s Quadgrow planter
and Click & Drip veg plot irrigation kit. Both products keep plants perfectly fed and watered, so
there’s no more coming home to parched peppers, thirsty tomatoes or wilting watercress.

Quadgrow Planter
The Quadgrow planter keeps plants watered for days at a time, even in a scorching hot greenhouse
or sun trap patio. The Quadgrow’s 30 Litre SmartReservoir sits below the 4 pots and FeederMats pull
water up to the plants when they need it. The plants grow more quickly and produce bigger harvests
thanks to this on-demand watering which responds to a plant’s needs and never stands them in
water.

Summer holidays are even taken care of thanks to an optional connector which links the Quadgrow
to a holiday reservoir or water butt, so no more worrying about whether your neighbour has greenfingers and a reliable memory.

Garden Answers called the Quadgrow “the answer to most gardeners’ prayers.”

Click & Drip
Raised bed and veg plot gardeners will welcome the back-saving Click & Drip. No more wandering
back and forth with a heavy watering can, just push the Click & Drip onto a tap, lay the pipe on the
veg plot and water is released as a slow drip which gives the soil time to absorb the water rather
than it forming puddles and evaporating.

The dripper holes are spaced a veg friendly 30cms apart, 5 metres of non-drip pipe is included to
carry water from the tap to the veg plot and optional extension kits make it easy to connect
individual beds without wasting a drop of water. A timer is available to automate the watering
completely when on holiday.

Although it’s simple to use, the Click & Drip has been carefully designed. Blockages from limescale
are prevented thanks to the kit’s filter and a clever drip hole design means the pipe can even be

covered by mulch or soil without blocking. It all adds up to fuss-free, effective and efficient
watering.

All Greenhouse Sensation products are made in England from recycled material.
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About the Quadgrow and Click & Drip
Quadgrow – 4x self-watering pots for tall growing plants such as tomatoes, chillies and beans.
Price: £42.90 or £64.90 for 2 Quadgrows
Size: L130cm x W24cm x H36cm
SmartReservoir: 30litres

Click & Drip- ‘No fuss’ watering for raised beds, borders and veg plots.
Price: From £24.90
Size: 10metres or 15metres with extensions available
Mains Kit: Water is released at a rate of 1 Litre per drip hole per hour.
Water butt Kit: Water is released at a rate of 180 ml per drip hole per hour from a 100litre water
butt.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Greenhouse Sensation
Greenhouse Sensation is a retailer and manufacturer of ‘brilliant gardening products’. The company
designed the award-winning Vitopod Propagator, Grow planters and Click & Drip irrigation kits, all of
which are made by Greenhouse Sensation’s own team in England.
For 2012 Greenhouse Sensation has carefully selected products designed by other companies to be
featured in its catalogue and on its website, making the website and brochure an essential
destination for gardeners.

All products available on the Greenhouse Sensation website are extensively trialed in the company’s
greenhouses and polytunnels in Lancashire, where we also grow bananas. Greenhouse Sensation
products are made in England from recycled material.
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